
CMDL Minutes, January 31st, 2017

In attendance: Stacey Curtis (Padonia), Phelps Prescott (Waugh Chapel), Annie Sennet (West Howard), 

Kasey Wooten (West Howard), Tim Perkins (Crofton), Sarah Portaro (Crofton), Megan Davis (St. 

Andrews), Jenny Vaxmonsky (NSJ), Rick Culbertson (Aberdeen), Amy Crocker (FAD), Erin Keefer 

(Severn River), Donna Hilbert (Padonia), Vincent Wroblewski (Dulaney), Julie Oakes (Five Oakes)

[No specific reports from President, VP, Secretary]

Old Business
I. John Smith Award.  We had tabled it at the previous meeting, so a decision is needed.  Past ideas (have 
refs vote, get rid of award, include a memorial in the Championship program, etc.) were debated; then it 
was suggested we make it more like the Ruth Smith award and give it to a diver.

Motion: To add a new award for the kids, the John Smith award, that will be for “coachability” 

(while the Ruth Smith award will still be for “passion for diving”).  Stacey said we’d have a write-

up ready for the next meeting.  Passed unanimously.

II. Report from Donna (statistician) on the topic of the number of divers at Championships.  If we have 
ten divers per age group and gender, we should have about 12o divers (since we have twelve pools).  
Discussion then moved to perhaps raising the qualifying scores for certain age groups, such as 11-12 
boys.  As an idea, we tossed around moving that group’s qualifying score from 96 to 100.  Donna said she
would play around with the numbers, perhaps increasing each age group by two points (and 11-12 boys 
four points).  We decided to table this until March.

III. Related to the perceived problems from the 2016 season—that scores were too high, that failed dives 
weren’t failed, etc.—we talked about adding some responsibilities to the ref that aren’t there now.  
Already, the ref calls for a “wrong position” (max 2), but maybe we should also have the ref call a 
position break too (max 4.5).  Also talked about “twisting,” and what part of the body should be the focal 
point: the chest or the waist?  At present, we think the Judges’ Manual and the Handbook say two 
different things.  Stacey will check.

Motion: That the ref makes the call for a position break, max 4.5.  Passed unanimously.

IV. Start times for dual meets:  We debated mandating a 5:00 start, but Julie from Five Oaks said that is 
probably not doable for them.  The compromise we came up with was that we would put in the handbook 
the following: Meets should start at 5:00 where possible, but 5:30 at the latest.   The bottom line is that 
BOTH pools’ reps have to agree on the time—one cannot unilaterally set the time.

V. Championship diver order and ribbon standards (dual meets)
Motion: To move back to the old order (youngest to oldest), girls before boys.  Passed 

unanimously.

Motion: To give out six placement ribbons each meet, giving them first to the divers whose scores 

counted and then to the exhibition divers.  We would need to change the manual.  Passed 

unanimously.

VI. All pools please send ribbon count and meet sheet count to Rachel.

New Business
VII. Realigning the division.  (See the map that Stacey drew up.)  One configuration was more “amoeba”-
like, the other a straight line placing six pools one side of the line and six on the other.  

Motion: To realign the division using the “amoeba” idea.  (*Need a list of the pools in each!)

Seven in favor, three against (meaning the dissenters preferred the “line” plan).



VIII. Championships this year: Waugh Chapel will host, West Howard will do t-shirts, and programs?  No
takers!

IX. Vince made a proposal (and presentation) about having a Synchro Meet.  In brief, it would be a half-
day meet with six events, twelve divers/event.  Each pair needs a coach.  One idea: 1st Sunday after 
Championships (Aug. 6th); the other was the last Thursday of the dive season.  We need to try and find a 
“free” venue (one of our pools) or pay $500 to Loyola.  More to come.

Next meeting: March 28th, 7:00 pm (St. Andrews)
June meeting:  June 11th


